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Abstract 

St. Joseph’s College (Autonomous), Bengaluru has a long history of imparting higher 

education in the country.  The College has constantly kept pace with the progress by 

introducing appropriate standards for the time. Since its inception, the college fuses its 

mission and vision through innovative methods. This article highlights two of the best 

practices that the college has implemented in recent years in the area of Research and Social 

Work. 

The first best practice is the introduction of “The Josephite Research Forum” with the 

objective of promoting research among faculty and students. This also enables research and 

knowledge-based approach to education and thus tackling rote based methods. 

The other best practice is that the college has instituted a program titled “St. Joseph’s 

Outreach Programme: Bembala”, Harnessing the power of youth. The programme engages 

students to socially relevant and meaningful activities, sensitizing students to the socio-

economic problems of our country. 

The above two practices are only a part of a diversified set of measures taken by the 

institution to adapt to the shifting landscape of teaching and learning. 
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Introduction 

This paper emphasizes on two of the best practices that St. Joseph’s College (Autonomous), 

Bengaluru has implemented in recent years: one is in the area of research – intending to 

inculcate research and knowledge-based approach to education and thus tackling rote based 

methods. The other is in the area of social work or Outreach (in which field the College has 

been involved from the beginning) - with the aim of sensitizing students to the socio-

economic problems of our country. 

 

On the first topic “The Josephite Research Forum” showcased as the best practice of St. 

Joseph’s, we summarize it as given below:  

The education system in the country has been afflicted, far too long, with rote 

methods.  Recognizing this and as a small initiative towards inculcating an inquisitive mind in 

the students, the departments of Biotechnology, Botany and Chemistry came together under 

the DBT scheme to found the Josephite Research Forum. In supporting this venture, five more 

departments (Microbiology, Zoology, Physics, Electronics and Mathematics) joined the task. 

On the other hand, the Research Committee of St. Joseph’s College earmarked Rs. 50,00,000/- 

(Rupees Fifty lakhs only) for promoting research activities of faculty within this forum.  The 

Josephite Research Forum was set up with the objective of promoting research among faculty 

and students by providing seed funding and by framing policies conducive to the pursuit of 

research. For students’ research, the forum calls for, and funds, student research proposals 

under the mentorship of faculty from all disciplines relevant to the project. For faculty 

research, the faculty come together to submit a proposal that is reviewed by a competent 

team composed of internal and external referees. After a thorough analysis, the more 

promising teams are provided with a seed grant. Through this venture, the Josephite Research 

Forum is not only promoting the research activities of the students and faculty- the research 

idea itself is a result of discussions amongst the faculty of the different departments and the 

students - but also, thus, promoting interdisciplinary and the spirit of collaboration and 

cooperation. The Students research program is initiated in the first semester of the first year 

of the student and built and perpetuated to the last semester in the third year of the student 

when the results are presented as a term paper.  The faculty research will culminate into 

research publications and also paving way to write major grants attracting fundings from 

various agencies.  
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For the second topic St. Joseph’s Outreach Programme: Bembala, we summarize the work 

as what follows: 

One of the distinguishing features of the education at St. Joseph’s is making a transformation 

in the students’ minds toward empathy to the poor and downtrodden, or at least evoking in 

them a feeling for the plight of the citizens in the lesser fortunate sections of the society. 

When this activity of teaching couples with improving a small part of the society, the program 

gains much significance. The college has instituted a program titled “St. Joseph’s Outreach 

Programme: Bembala” – Harnessing the power of youth.  As part of this, the students spend 

a week in a rural community by visiting two villages - one in Manvi and the other in Sindagi, 

both in the rural districts of north Karnataka - adopted by local Jesuits under their respective 

stations. The program is conducted with the aim of addressing social issues prevalent in the 

region.  The students engage with the people in these villages by, at times, merely initiating 

conversations with them or at other times, interacting with school students through quizzes, 

staging street plays and also participating in cleanliness drives. Besides, they also assist in 

activities of the Jesuit station community in planting or harvesting. They stay as a community 

and cook for themselves. For many students, particularly in regular streams such as the 

humanities, the commerce and the sciences, these activities provide a transformative 

experience.  In addition to the rural exposure, the students also participate in rallies for 

important causes such as the march for science, increasing climate change awareness, HIV 

awareness, etc. Further to this, the students also participate in cleanliness drives in popular 

landmarks in the city, messages for safe driving etc.  As the college gains experience, the 

program is being made richer to provide even better outcomes - both for the community in 

these villages and the students.   

 

The above two cases are only a part of a diversified set of measures taken to improve the 

training given to students and faculty research.  St. Joseph’s college believes in imparting 

education to students in a holistic manner that favorably impacts society and reinforces the 

Jesuit roots of the institution towards creating young men and women steeped with concern 

for the vulnerable sections of the society. 
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BEST PRACTICE 1  

1) Title of the Practice 

      Josephite Research forum 

2) Objectives of the Practice 

 The Josephite Research Forum was set up with the objective of promoting research 

 among students and faculty by providing the required platforms for the 

 conceptualizing the research ideas and funding the innovative research proposals.  

 Student Research Forum 

• To engage undergraduate students in discussions pertaining to questions in 

varied fields and to conceptualize short-term research projects that are 

interdisciplinary in nature 

• Initiate undergraduate research from the first semester and to culminate into 

a guided term paper as they graduate 

 Faculty Research Forum 

• To strengthen and promote faculty research by funding promising research 

proposals with seed money and by framing policies conducive to the pursuit of 

research 

• Mentoring the faculty to write and procure major grants and to publish their 

research finding in peer reviewed journals. 

 
3) The Context 

 The education system in the country has been afflicted, far too long, with rote 

 methods. There was a need to move from rote-based to research-based and 

 experiential learning. With this, we aimed to inculcate a research culture amongst 

 faculty and students this initiative was taken.  

 

4) The Practice 

 Josephite Research Forum: Students 

 The Forum meets once or twice a month. Students and faculty across disciplines are 

 part of the forum. First meeting is to plan the activities of the forum and appoint 

 students’ coordinators. The forum meets every second and fourth Saturday of the 
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 month. Faculty members involved describe their research interests and potential 

 areas of collaboration. Then students of first and second years are encouraged to 

 present a short-term research proposal that are interdisciplinary in nature. Unique 

 ideas are funded with the DBT star college Scheme and students carry out guided 

 research. With the assistance of DBT a central instrumental facility is being set up for 

 student’s research. The research findings are then presented in student’s colloquium. 

 

Students are also mentored to present their work at various seminars and 

 conferences. Invited talks from students and resource person from reputed instituted 

on varied topics of interest are organized throughout the academic year. One or two 

student presentations on specific papers or research ideas are discussed in every 

meeting. No topic is out of bounds and students are given the liberty to choose what 

they want to present. The format is very informal and questions are encouraged and 

appreciated. Active discussion is one of the hallmarks of most JRF meetings. This forum 

also organizes workshops on research proposal writing, scientific communications and 

career guidance. JRF WhatsApp group is created to communicate  the activities of 

the forum. This group is active in discussing ideas and shares the events that each 

faculty or students come across like organizing of workshops, scientific events, 

internships, research fellowships, seminars and conferences. 

 
Josephite Research Forum: Faculty 

The activities are carried out through College Research Committee. College research 

committee meets and plans the activities for the academic year. It earmarks 

Rs.50,00,000/- (Rupees Fifty lakhs only) for promoting research activities within this 

forum. The committee announces to submit the proposals twice a year. The faculty 

come together to submit a proposal that is reviewed by a competent team composed 

of internal and external referees. Proposals are vetted by the senior researchers of the 

College. Novelty, quality, relevance, ethical considerations, methodology, outcomes 

and format of presentation before submission are looked in. 

The most promising teams are then provided with a seed grant. Faculty carrying out 

research submits their work progress every 6 months and presents their work at 
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research colloquium. Research colloquium is open to all faculties. College Research 

Committee also conducts seminars for faculty on proposal writing, writing research 

articles and mentors them to write proposals for minor and major grants.  

5) Evidence of Success  

Students Josephite Research Forum is very active and there has been consistent 

interest among faculty and students in discussing a diverse array of subjects. Interest 

in research among students has visibly increased lately. Students are presenting their 

work in various conferences organized. They have reported that the program 

increased their confidence and ability to make effective presentations and made them 

self-aware of their capabilities and capacities (Fig. 1). More and more students are 

contemplating research as a career option and there has been increase in students 

going for higher education after their graduation in Institutes and Universities of 

repute. DBT is also in support with the activities being carried out under Joseph’s 

Research Committee for student’s research and a central instrumentation facility is 

being set up. Certificate course in research methods for sciences started under this 

forum also has seen increase in applications and active involvement in the course. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Students Activities carried out by Students Josephite Research Forum 
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The response to the Joseph ‘s Research Committee in terms of faculty research 

proposals is encouraging. Active research is being carried out through the seed money 

granted and results have culminated into research articles.  Research colloquium 

witnessed increased participations of both interested students and faculty (Fig. 2). 

There has been a healthy academic atmosphere created on campus and activities 

carried out under Joseph’s Research Committee have promoted research and 

publications in Journals of high impact factor with increased number in citations (Fig. 

3). 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Research Activities carried out by Faculty-Josephite Research Forum 
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Fig. 3: Research Publications and Citations (Web of Science and Scopus indexed)  
 

 

6) Problems Encountered 

Josephite Research Forum has not been able to generate adequate interest among 

students of social sciences and commerce to be part of the forum, probably because 

it has somehow perceived as a science thing and those who approach might find 

difficulty to understand scientific jargon and maintain connectivity. This problem we 

will try to overcome by appointing students’ representatives from other streams and 

brain storming students from varied streams. Faculty members from social sciences, 

however, have begun to show some interest. Funding becomes an issue when 

students come up with proposals involving chemicals which are expensive. 

Department funds might be used to sponsor the student’s research. The Research 

Committee has become aware of the need to develop adequate research skills among 

newly recruited teachers. Thus, the committee sees this as a thrust area for the 

immediate future. Finding time slots that work for everyone is an ongoing challenge. 

Faculty also experience lack of time to carry out research as teaching consumes lot of 

time with new innovations in teaching, learning and assessment process. Research 

based workshops are being conducted to provided necessary inputs to enable the 

acquisition of research skills. 

The financial assistance required for students’ research is being supported by DBT star 

College scheme and faculty research by management funds and funding from various 
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agencies. Funds from recurring grant are being used to support purchase of 

consumables. Rs.15 lakhs from phase one of the scheme has been utilised to purchase 

basic equipment required for undergraduate research. Central Instrumentation 

facility for students and faculty has been set up by College. College has allotted space 

and invested in infrastructure set up.  

 
 

BEST PRACTICE 2  

 

1) Title of the Practice 

St. Joseph’s Outreach Programme: Bembala 

2) Objectives of the Practice                 

The Joseph’s Outreach Centre is based on the Ignatian pedagogical paradigm which 

emphasizes on activity to have a context, experience, reflection, action, evaluation 

and is based on the mission of our college in forming men and women for others.  

 To enable students to engage, understand and critically reflect on social realities. 

 To enable the process of social conscientization, responsibility and accountability 

towards the marginalized and oppressed. 

 To provide space for students to put their creative bests and talents in developing 

the deprived and oppressed communities. 

 To promote “college – community” interaction and collaboration for mutual 

learning and contribute to build an inclusive society. 

3) The Context 

Social concern is one of the major objectives of Jesuit education and the college has 

always been involved in social action. The increase in the focus over academics 

sometimes be delineating from the vision of education which is to work for 

betterment one’s self and others. To realize this the college has been involving the 

students in various activities, however a dedicated center to conceptualize, plan and 

efficiently execute extension activities was felt. There was also a need to have 

dedicated and trained staff who would serve as a nodal point for coordinating 

between various Government bodies, Non-Governmental Organizations and other 
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institutions to engage students in socially relevant and meaningful activities. This 

paved the way for instituting the Joseph’s Outreach center through which the college 

has incorporated a variety of programs into the academic calendar and accompanies 

the students and staff in their journey towards social consciousness and change.  

 

4) The Practice 

The setting up of the St. Joseph’s Outreach Centre – Bembala, has added a formal 

structure to facilitate smooth and efficient execution of social outreach activities 

conceptualized with the intention of triggering a transformation in students and 

accompanying staff members. Every student compulsorily has to spend allotted hours 

(60 hours for undergraduate students and 40 hours for postgraduate students), in 

social extension activities. The programme is structured in two phases. The 

preparatory stage involves equipping the students with the required knowledge and 

fostering the right attitude through interactions prior to the practical stage. The 

practical stage comprises of a mandatory rural exposure camp (3 days for 

undergraduate students and 5 days for postgraduate students), public rallies, 

documentation and other extension activities (students are given autonomy to 

innovate and design an activity and execute it under the guidance of the outreach 

team and the class mentor during their final year). 

The college conducts its rural exposure camp for postgraduate students in North 

Karnataka at Manvi, Raichur district and at Sindagi, Bijapur district. The students are 

exposed to the harsh realities of rural life and also come face-to-face with the 

discrimination faced by the marginalized groups like the Lambanis, Devadasis and Dalit 

communities. The interaction with the development personnel and the residents of 

the villages often serves as an eye-opener for many students who come from urban 

and privileged backgrounds (Fig. 4). The students also engage in a tree-planting drive, 

an initiative adopted to develop a community forest. A similar activity is conducted for 

the undergraduate students in Solur, a village in rural Bengaluru. 

In addition, students take part in at least one public rally and are involved in awareness 

drives and sensitization activities within the city related but not restricted to traffic 
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awareness, environment friendliness, human rights, health and so on. Visit to 

charitable homes like old age homes, destitute homes, children’s homes are also on 

the agenda where they interact with the inmates and involve themselves in working 

for those less fortunate. 

All these programs are monitored by the mentors and learnings are documented in 

the prescribed outreach diary, which is submitted to the Outreach Centre.  

While on one hand, such programs reach-out to society at large, they, also deepen 

students ‘understanding of grave social issues and injustices that exist in society, equip 

them for a life of contribution to society. The students also enhance their 

intrapersonal, interpersonal and social skills through these activities leading to their 

holistic development. These activities take education beyond the classroom and 

strengthens experiential learning, furthering the aim of the college to produce 

empathetic agents of change.  

 
Fig. 4: Areas of work by Josephite Outreach Programme: BEMBALA 

 

5) Evidence of Success  
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The target was to engage all the students of St. Joseph’s college in social realities and 

to share the lives of the underprivileged for a set period. It was envisaged that such 

an engagement would be transformative and create a resolve in the students to 

combat the inequities of the prevailing social order. Feedback from students and the 

accompanying teachers has been overwhelmingly positive, indicating significant 

success in reaching the target. The assessment of the program showed that the work 

carried out is systematic and assuring. As it is an activity which is continued every 

week, the contribution to the society becomes sustainable. Certain communities get 

perennial support through the outreach center thus enabling a direct linkage with the 

community and the college (Fig.5). The positive outcome of the program strengthens 

the hope that students thus transformed would become potent agents of positive 

social change in their lives as citizens. If such efforts are adopted on a pan-India scale, 

the prognosis for a robust civil society will truly look bright. 

 

Fig. 5: Activities carried out by Josephite Outreach Programme: Bembala 

6) Problems Encountered and Resources Required  

Since the inception, there have been several challenges which have been addressed 

systematically time and then. The apprehension of certain students and parents was 

initially a concern. After detailed explanations and clarifications on the safety and 
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nature of work, the program began running smoothly with no major setbacks. 

However, those helping the traffic police in handling traffic have occasionally been 

questioned by the motorists about their authority for such a role. Mobilizing the entire 

College is a challenge, and being sensitive to student’s perception and problems 

during these activities calls for more training. Getting permission from the 

government authorities, while collaborating with NGOs and arrangement of the 

campsites at times is a herculean task. Finding time out of regular academic schedule 

for outreach activities has also been a challenge as we need to ensure all activities are 

done without hassling the regular academics. Nevertheless, the resources required 

like facilities for travel, lodging, food, first-aid, placards and other materials are 

arranged by the college and hence the hurdles could be overcome. The resources 

required are: Human Resources: 6 Staff exclusively appointed for Outreach 

coordination. Infrastructure: Outreach Centre housed in Arrupe Block on SJC campus, 

Camp Sites - Two Buildings (New Building coming up in the future). Camps and 

programs are funded by the BJES (Management). Every year Rs. 35,00,000/- is spent 

on Outreach Activities.  

 

 

 

 

 


